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test is the only method that can determine hydration rates, at intervals, over a long period of time.
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TECHNICAL PAPER
COMPARISON OF TEST METHODS TO DETERMINE THE HEAT
OF HYDRATION OF CEMENTS AND CEMENT BLENDS
G.). Gibbon - University of the Witwatersrand
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SYNOPSIS
This paper takes a critical look at test methods used 10
determ ine the heat of hydration

of

cements and cement

aoout 1 hour after mixing. This initlal peak is attributed to

Ihe wetling of the C3S and the hydration of the gypsum, C 3A

blends. CEN/TC 51 N 467 heal of solution and
CEN/TC 51 N 468 semi-adiabatic methods are

and any free lime in the sample (1,21. The physical change

discussed and compared with Ad iabatic Ca lori metry. The

d uring th is initial peak is on increasi ng stiffness which affects

findings show that the adiabatic calorimeter method is the
most flexible, enabling the eva luation of tempera tu res at
various depths in almost all concrete structures . The heat of
s~l ution test is the only method that can determine hydration
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the water, in excess of 200 W /kg atter about 30

seconds and decreasing rapid~ to a dormant period at

rates, at intervals, over a long period of time.

the workability and the time available for placemenl of
concrete . The dormant perioo ends with an acceleration in
heat evolution during which selling occurs with a 'peak in
heat liberation between 9 to 10 hours. ln some cements a

third peak may be detected which varies considerabfy in
both magnitude and the time at which il appears. These
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peaks are indicated on figure 1 in terms

INTRODUCTION

structures and where high ambient temperatures o re

of this

eXf=€rienced . Accurate measurement
w ith respect to time is required

the

by design engineers, involved

concrete mix, proouctiOfl techniques and cooling systems that

rTK1f be required for a fXlrticular s~ture.

Engineering. During this time

he has been invo!ved with
proiecls with !he Cement and
Concrete instiivte, Blue Creek
Cement, Ash Resources, ffC
Cement and Slagment.

st~rting with the addition
.J

•

Intrinsic characteristics of the cement (com pos ition
and fineness).

• Moisture content of the mix during all sloges of hydration.

TEST METHODS
Three different test methods for determ ini ng the heat of
hydration of cementltlous materials are discussed and their

The CEN/TC 51 N 467 (41 is a European standard,
presently in final drah form, based on the heat of solution
method This lest melhod is simibr to the ASTM:C 18&82
standard (51 . The heat of hydration of hydrauliC binders

by

comparing the d ifference in the heat

samples at different ages when they are mixed w ith a
N itric and Hydrofluoric ac id mixture.
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The diffe rence

between the heal obtained from the samples gives Ihe
heat of hydration dUring Ihe period that the hydrated
sample has been hydrating . Hydration conditions which
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• Temperature (mixing, ambient and reaction) .

is determ ined
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W ater:Cemenl ratio

produced by an anhydrous and hydrated cement

2nd Peak
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•

Heat of solution method

Byel l ) describes the hydration process of Portland cement in
terms of the heat liberation, by measuring the heat removed
to keep the hydrating sample 01 20°C, using a candoction

6

..

The hydration of cement is dependent on the folloWing (31:

output compa red.

THE HYDRATION PROCESS

calorimeter. An initial peak occurs,

of power produced

OPC mortar sample under adiaootic conditions.

heat proouction

in such projects, to enable them to determine the most suitable

Deportment of Electrical

by an
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•

w:c ratio

•

Use

•

20°C temperature during the whole hydration process

of

=

0,4

pure pastes

The two drawbacks for th is test method are that the
samp le is cured 01 a constant temperature l 20°C) and

Figure J: Power Generated by the Hydration Reaction

the duration of preparing the samples and conducting
the test (150 minutes) . Curing the samp le at a constont
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COMPARISON OF TEST METHODS

temperature does not represen t the tempe rature
conditions found in concrete structures and, as the
hydration process is dependent on temperature, will not
give accurate values for the heat libera tion with respect
to time, Evaluation of the hydration rate in the first 24
hours will be almost impossible because of the time

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of a low cost,

~bmputer controlled adiabatic calorimeter 110, I II.

An approximately 2kg sample of mortar or concrete is
put in (o a plastic bottle which is then placed into the
glass .bottle. During a test the temperature of the water
bath is kept to the same temperature as that measured
by a temperature probe, placed in the sample, thus
maintaining adiabatic conditions.
If the same
components, a:c and w:c ratios and specific heats as

required to conduct the test and the inability to quantify
hydration during sample preparation, which includes
crushing, homogenising and heating. The addition of
pozzolanic materials with the Portland cement w ill

proposed for actua l concrete mixes are tested,
temperatures can be predicted for adiabatic conditions
in concrete pours. The heat of hydration, with respect
to time, for the binder used in the sample can also be
determined at the temperature profile of the adiabatic
test. As with the other two test methods discussed, this
limits the rate of hydration determined to a specific
curing temperature. Research into a method for using
adiabatic calorimetry to determine th e hydration
reaction at any depth in any concrete structure was

reduce the accuracy of the results as pozzolanic
materials are not completely soluble in the ac id mixture

161

The heat of solution method is, however, the only

method suitable for measuring the hydration process

when the heat liberation drops to below the sensitivity of
calorimeters using temperature measurement (1) . This

usually occurs between 3 and 7 days for

ope.

Semi-Adiabatic method
The CEN/TC 51 N 468 171, also in final dra~ farm, is

undertaken by the author.

based on the Langavant calorimeter method. A mixed
sample of cement, sand and water is hydrated in a Dewar
flask and the temperature of the sample together with
ambient conditions are monitored during hydration. The

Personal
220V

A/D

specific heat of the sample and the flask, together with the
calibrated heat loss of the system are used to calculate the
heat produced during the test with respect to time.
.
The mix to be used is specified as:

•

Binder = 360g

•

Standard sand lEN 196-11 = I 080g

•

Distilled water = I 80g
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The main drawback of this standard is that the heat loss
from the system during hydration will prevent the test from
determining the true heat of the hydration reaction, at
temperatures in excess of those obtained during the test.
This concern is valid for mass concrete structures where
the conditions are almost adiabatic at depths greater

Heater
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Figure 2: Adiabatic Calorimeter

than 0,5m 181. Comparison of results from the heat of
solution and the semi-adiabatic methods is difficult as the
different w:c ratios and curing temperatures used,
produce different hydration reactions.

-Adiabatic...calorimetry
As far as can be ascertained no standard has been
defined for adiabatic calorimetry to determine the heat
of hydration of cement although the process was fi rst

documented by Davey 191 in 193 1.
With ad iabatic ca lor imetry a sample (mortar or
concrete) is allowed to hydrate in conditions where

The relationship between the curing temperature and the
hydration reaction is defined in equation 1 (3).
A test procedure has been developed where the
cementitious materiQI is mixed w ith washed silica sand,
w ith particle sizes from 0,075 to l ,5mm, and water
w ith an a:c ratio of 3: 1 and a w:c ralio of 0,6. This

mortar is then blended with silica stone 14-9mml to

(1)

where
T =C uring Temperature (K)
q=Heating Rate (J/kg K)

prOVide for a:c ratios up to 12: 1.
Three tests which were conducted under adiabatic
conditions with the same binder and w:c ratio but with
di ffering a:c ratios as shown in table 1.

there is no heat transfer to or from the sample. The hea t

of hydration can then be ca lculated from the specific
heat and the temperature increase of the sample.
Concrete Beton

Because of the different a:c ratios curing takes place at
different temperature profiles, shown in figure 3, which
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results in the power and heat calculated as shown in figures 4 and 5.

350

From this information and equation 1 the hydration rale at any
tem perature can be determined a~d used with the thermal

300

canduclivily in a heal model 110,121 la delermine Ihe expeeled
temperatu re at any position wi thin a conc rete structure.

example, predicted temperatures were verified (to within
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figure 5: Heat Generated (OPe SABS-47 I )
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can also be undertak en w ith the se te mpera ture prof iles

~

and the physical p rope rties of the in-si tu concrete
determined.

a: c=4:1
a:c==5:1
a:c=6:1

CONCLUSION
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The CEN/TC 51 N 467 heat of solution and CEN/TC 5 1 N

Tim e ( Day s)

468 semi-adiabotic methods discussed in this paper provide

informolian an Ihe heal liberaled during hydralion

figure 3: Temperature ProFiles (OPC SABS-47 I )

Table I : Test Mixes
Mix 1

Mix 2

01 hydraulic

binders. The results from the heat of solution test are limited by a
constant curing temperature and an inability to determine the
reaction rate at early stages of hydration . It is the only test which
can delermine law roles af hydralian la~er 7 daysl .

Mix 3

The semi""Odiabotic test allows the hydration rate to

be determined

01 varying temperatures but it has a limited maximum temperature

Binder

337,5g

270g

225g

due la heal being losllhraugh Ihe syslem . If alher w:c and a:c

Aggregale

1,35kg

1,35kg

1,35kg

obtain~ when using the standard mix proportions.

Waler

168g

135g

11 2g

w:c

0,59

0,5

0 ,5

a:c

4:1

5:1

6:1

The lests described using the adiabatic test procedures allow for
the determination of the heat of hydration at any temperature
profile within a concrete structure. The tests would be conducted
with a w:c ratio usually .selected to obtain the desired strength or
durability for a particular structure. The adiabatic calorimeter
method is a low cost option when based on the computer
control led co lorimeter described, capable of monitoring up to
eight samples in separate water baths and controlling the
temperature of each bath. Thus tests comparing w:c ratios, a:c
ratios or different binders can be conducted sim ultaneously
reducing the time reqUired to obtain the input information required
for the design of concrete structures.

ratios are used tem perature profiles could
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